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Abstract
Mastery learning is an instructional approach in which educational progress is based on
demonstrated performance, not curricular time. Learners practice and retest repeatedly
until they reach a designated mastery level; the final level of achievement is the same for
all, although time to mastery may vary. Given the unique properties of mastery learning
assessments, a thoughtful approach to establishing the performance levels and metrics
that determine when a learner has demonstrated mastery is essential.

Standard-setting procedures require modification when used for mastery learning settings
in health care, particularly regarding the use of evidence-based performance data, the
determination of appropriate benchmark or comparison groups, and consideration of
patient safety consequences. Information about learner outcomes and past performance
data of learners successful at the subsequent level of training can be more helpful than
traditional information about test performance of past examinees. The marginally
competent “borderline student” or “borderline group” referenced in traditional item-based
and examinee-based procedures will generally need to be redefined in mastery settings.
Patient safety considerations support conjunctive standards for key knowledge and skill
subdomains and for items that have an impact on clinical outcomes. Finally, traditional
psychometric indices used to evaluate the quality of standards do not necessarily reflect
critical measurement properties of mastery assessments. Mastery learning and testing are
essential to the achievement and assessment of entrustable professional activities and
residency milestones. With careful attention, sound mastery standard-setting procedures
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can provide an essential step towards improving the effectiveness of health professions
education, patient safety, and patient care.
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Mastery learning is an instructional approach in which educational progress is based on
demonstrated performance rather than curricular time.1 Learners are provided with
terminal objectives and performance metrics, opportunities for study and practice, and
repeated formative testing with feedback about their progress towards performance goals.
Learners cannot advance to the next curricular module, stage of training, or level of
practice until the predetermined performance levels are achieved.1,2 A key characteristic
of mastery testing is the ability to retest on multiple occasions to reach a designated
“mastery” level; the final level of achievement is the same for all learners, although some
learners may require more time and more test attempts than others. Mastery learning and
testing can be important elements of competency-based curricula,2 and are integral to the
achievement and assessment of core entrustable professional activities (EPAs)3 in
undergraduate medical education and of milestones4 during residency.

A thoughtful and rigorous approach to standard-setting, to establish the performance
metrics that determine when a learner has demonstrated mastery, is essential to mastery
learning. While traditional standards target minimal competence, the goal of mastery
learning is to ensure that all learners are well prepared to succeed in subsequent stages of
training. If standards are set too low, students will not be well prepared to succeed; if
standards are set too high, students will expend unnecessary effort that could be better
spent on other educational goals.
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Standards, also called cut scores, pass/fail scores, or minimum passing levels, can be
normative, as in requiring a score above 1.5 standard deviations below the mean
examinee score, or criterion-based (also called absolute)—for example obtaining a score
of 80% correct.5,6 Normative standards, in which a learner’s pass/fail status depends on
the performance of other members of the group, have no place in competency-based
curricula or mastery settings. Criterion-based standards, on the other hand, are especially
appropriate for competency-based curricula in health professions education, providing
public accountability towards licensure and certification.7 Defensible standards are those
determined through a systematic approach to capturing the opinions of trained content
experts who are familiar with the learners and the inferences to be made about the
learners, the test and the scoring method, the standard-setting procedure, and
consequences resulting from the selected standard.5,6
Competency-based curricula frequently use traditional standard-setting procedures such
as Angoff,8 Hofstee,9 borderline, or contrasting-groups.6 While criterion-based methods
are appropriate for mastery settings, the central inference of mastery standards— that
they predict success in subsequent training or practice—demands an evidence-based
approach.10 Evidence can include the use of predictive past performance data,
information about the consequences of different standards for future performance, the use
of targeted reference groups, and consideration of patient safety in clinical settings.
Additionally, repeated testing and uniformly high terminal achievement levels can have
unique effects on the psychometrics of standards, making it challenging to evaluate their
quality.
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The purpose of this article is to identify elements of traditional standard-setting
procedures that require modification in health care mastery learning settings, focusing on
the use of evidence-based information to support mastery decisions. While many of our
examples address standard-setting for performance tests of clinical skills, the principles
apply equally to written tests administered within a mastery learning approach.

Standard-Setting Procedures
Standard-setting procedures5,6,11 can be categorized as item-based, examinee-based, or
test-based (see below); all elicit the opinions of subject matter experts, usually with some
degree of iterative discussion. While the process of gathering expert judgments remains
unchanged in mastery settings, the information on which judgments are based should be
focused on predicting future performance, a type of evidence only rarely used in
traditional standard-setting exercises.
Item-based standard setting procedures: predictive performance data
The item-based Angoff method,6,8 frequently used for written tests and performance
checklists, asks judges to predict the performance of the “borderline student,” a student
who is just at the edge of minimal competence. Judges indicate the probability that the
borderline student would accomplish each item of a test or checklist correctly. In mastery
settings, rather than predicting the behavior of a minimally competent student who is just
at the edge of acceptable performance, judges will be modeling the performance of a
student who is well prepared to succeed at the next stage of instruction or practice.
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Data about past examinees’ performance often are used to help judges calibrate itembased judgments.12,13 Judges frequently refer to percent-correct statistics from past
administrations of each test or checklist item to help estimate the probability that a
minimally competent examinee would accomplish a particular item. In traditional
curricula these statistics are based on a single test administration at the end of the
learning unit, which most learners are expected to pass on the first attempt. In a mastery
environment, on the other hand, the first test may have a very low pass rate. Learners
may retake the exam a variable number of times—some will choose to retest early and
often, others will wait until they have mastered most of the material. Eventually—after
two, three, five, ten retests—they will reach the mastery level and move on. Which test
results should be used to inform the judges?
When setting standards in the context of a mastery learning approach, item difficulty is
less important than item relevance or importance. If a given item is important for learners
to master prior to progressing to the next stage of learning or clinical practice, knowing
that in the past only 50% of learners accomplished that item does not make the item any
less important. Such a finding should be interpreted as a gap in curriculum and
instruction that needs to be closed, not as cause to lower the mastery standard.

An evidence-based approached to mastery standards implies that performance data are
most valuable when the data include information about past examinees’ success or failure
in subsequent learning experiences.14 Suppose a cohort of residents completed a basic
laparoscopic skills assessment on a simulator, and then completed a number of basic
laparoscopic procedures on patients. Analyses showing how scores on the simulation-
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based assessment predict examinees’ performance on actual patients could be very useful
to judges—for example, showing that examinees with four or more instrument collisions
on the simulation-based assessment have a significantly elevated risk of unsafe behaviors
during patient care would suggest that fewer than four instrument collisions be one of the
criteria for advancement. Similarly, for preclinical written exams, predictive performance
data might include the test performance of the subset of students who were subsequently
successful in the preclinical curriculum overall.

As another example of the evidence base that can inform standard-setting judges about
the impact of different standards on future performance, see Supplemental Digital Figure
1 at [LWW: INSERT LINK]. This figure shows a data display for a hypothetical
simulation-based lumbar puncture (LP) training program. The figure’s top panel shows
past performance data typically provided during standard setting exercises; the bottom
panel provides an example of predictive performance data. Suppose all learners had to
score at least 80% on an LP checklist at the end of training, and that learners were then
certified to perform LPs into the indefinite future. By showing how participants’
immediate post-training scores relate to the same learners’ retest scores six months later
(shown in the bottom panel), this hypothetical example suggests that the mastery standard
of 80% may have been too lenient, as a number of participants who scored below 95% on
the post-training assessment earned extremely low scores at 6-month follow-up. Data of
this type, clearly displayed, help standard-setting judges estimate the levels of
performance needed in early mastery learning modules to ensure safe and effective
subsequent learning or patient care activities.
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Examinee-based procedures: Identifying appropriate benchmark groups
Examinee-based procedures or methods such as the borderline-group method or the
contrasting-groups method6,11 require judges or external criteria to categorize examinees
into groups at contrasting levels of performance—for example, proficient versus nonproficient, or pass/marginal/fail. Group membership is defined by data other than scores
on the test in question—for example, by data from direct observation of performance or
the use of other relevant criteria. The standard for a particular exam is obtained by
determining the test score that best discriminates between the two groups (contrastinggroups method) or the median score of the marginal group (borderline-group method).
Examinee-based methods are often used to set mastery standards for instrument-based
metrics: measures obtained by a simulator, computer, or other measurement device
during dynamic, real-time assessments of performance.15-17

Traditional examinee-based methods generally need to be modified to support the “well
prepared to succeed” inferences of a mastery setting. The marginally acceptable
performance of peers identified by the traditional borderline-group method is not an
appropriate final goal for mastery learners; on the other hand, benchmarking the
performance of experts may result in standards that are inappropriately high and result in
effort expended to little purpose. The “proficient group” approach18,19 uses the
performance scores observed from a developmentally-appropriate benchmark group to
guide standard-setting. The proficient group performs a task such as knot tying in an
instrumented environment (e.g., a virtual-reality simulator). Their performance data can
then be used to guide standard-setting; for instance, judges may deem it appropriate to set
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the average “time to secure knot” of the proficient group (second-year residents) as the
mastery standard for first-year residents.
A highly proficient or even expert benchmark group may be appropriate for learners
transitioning to independent practice. However, experts may perform the task using
procedural variants that would be inappropriate and unsafe for early trainees with limited
clinical judgment and skills. Experts also may demonstrate behaviors that are not
essential for safe practice at earlier stages of training, such as very rapid task
performance. Measures of experience alone, such as years of practice, do not well predict
acceptable performance.20 Suitably proficient individuals are best identified based on a
combination of clinical experience and scores on an objective measure of performance.
The proficient group method has been applied repeatedly in procedural simulation in the
simulation lab, operating room, and procedural suite.21-25
Comparison groups for contrasting-groups methods used in mastery settings must be
chosen with care. Several studies

15,17,26

have compared medical students’ performance

of basic surgical skills on a simulator to that of practicing surgeons, and derived a cut
score that maximally discriminated between the two groups. However, in mastery
learning we rarely need assessments that can tell novices from experts; instead, we need
assessments that discriminate between novices who are sufficiently competent to move
on versus novices who are not, or that distinguish trainees who are not quite ready for
unsupervised practice from those who can graduate and practice safely. This requires
careful choice of comparison and benchmark groups depending on the stage of training
and the specific inferences desired.
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Performance data of expert or proficient groups should not form the basis for a
mechanistic generation of a standard (e.g., arbitrarily choosing “expert score minus 1.5
standard deviations,” or “the point of intersection between experts’ and novices’ score
distributions”). Rather, such data should serve as a point of departure for thoughtful
deliberations among standard-setting judges about the importance of each metric for
clinical and educational outcomes and the level of performance expected at different
transition points. These deliberations are key to setting defensible, effective, and
achievable mastery learning standards.11`
Test-based procedures
The test-based Hofstee method 6,9 (also called the whole-test method or compromise
method) uses a combination of normative and criterion-based standards to ensure that the
number of failed learners will be acceptable and the standards therefore implementable.
Judges are asked to bracket the cut score by specifying the minimum and maximum
acceptable passing scores and the minimum and maximum acceptable failure rates; the
final cut score is based on the actual performance of the examinees. Data provided to
judges include normative information about the distribution of scores and fail rates at
different cut scores. The Hofstee method is arguably inappropriate for setting standards in
a mastery context, in which practically all learners are expected to eventually achieve the
specified standard and advance to the next phase of training. A curriculum in which
required standards are lowered in order to meet constraints of acceptable fail rates would,
by definition, be antithetical to a mastery learning approach. While one could pre-set
minimum and maximum acceptable fail rates at 0% and 100% for mastery settings,
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eliminating fail-rate judgments would remove the essential characteristic of the Hofstee
procedure.

Mastery Standards to Support Patient Safety
A key goal of milestones4 and EPAs3 is to ensure that learners are well prepared to
transition safely and successfully to the next level of clinical training or practice. Mastery
learning, often simulation-based, can support this goal by ensuring that students and
residents acquire a suitable level of proficiency in skills such as performing invasive
procedures on live patients.27
Standards must be appropriate to the specific transition under consideration. For
example, when setting standards for performing a lumbar puncture on a part-task trainer,
we may be interested in whether the trainee is ready to perform the task on a live patient
under close supervision later that week, or, more commonly, whether he or she is
prepared to perform the procedure well into the future. The usual task in traditional
standard-setting exercises is to specify how much of the content learners must master to
proceed to the next learning experience, for example the number of multiple-choice or
procedure checklist items accomplished. However, in consideration of patient safety
consequences, judges may wish to specify process variables that indicate how well
learners must master that content—for example, how quickly knowledge can be
retrieved, the time frame in which a procedure must be performed, or evidence of
overlearning and automaticity that help predict long-term retention.21,22,28-30 Here again
predictive information such as that shown in Supplemental Digital Figure 1’s lower panel
can be critical for judges. While skills decay is not unique to mastery learning, it is
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especially salient for activities such as procedural skills that are often taught and tested
using a mastery approach.
When setting mastery standards for clinical skills, judges should take note of the clinical
relevance and patient safety implications of each item. Traditional standard-setting
procedures are compensatory across items: as long as examinees achieve the cut score it
does not matter which individual items are missed and which are accomplished. In
clinical settings, however, the omission or incorrect performance of individual items may
have a significant impact on patient safety and outcomes. One approach to setting
mastery standards for basic procedural skills is to have judges rate each item as to its
impact on dimensions such as patient safety, patient comfort, or procedure outcome,
relying on evidence-based data when available; an item whose performance or nonperformance has an impact on one of these dimensions can be considered “critical.”27 A
similar approach can be taken for standardized patient and mannequin scenario checklists
that include many actions that contribute to good outcomes but only a few truly critical
actions. Standards can be set separately for critical and non-critical checklist items, such
that performance of non-critical items does not compensate for omission or incorrect
performance of critical items.27 Setting this type of conjunctive standard for critical items
is also important when assessing maintenance of skills from initial testing to a delayed
retest, to avoid having retention of non-critical items mask the decay of critical skills.
While conjunctive standards increase the risk of incorrectly classifying a capable student
as failing, we may choose to tolerate the higher error rate and require another round of
testing in order to avoid the false-positive of passing a student who is clinically unsafe.
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Assessment of clinical skills in a simulated environment almost always involves some
degree of construct underrepresentation31 that, combined with the stress and distractions
inherent in clinical environments, often leads to a decrement in performance in livepatient settings.32, 33 Learners who aim for and reach only the traditional standard of
“minimal competence” in a simulated environment are at risk of falling below minimal
competence on the task as a whole when they attempt to perform it in the real world.
High standards for those aspects of knowledge and skill that are measurable, trainable,
and essential to successful outcomes will maximize learners’ ability to perform
adequately in distracting and complex real-life settings.27

Evaluating the Quality and Impact of Standards
Evaluating the quality of mastery standards can be challenging. Once a mastery learning
system is implemented, it is difficult to obtain comparative data showing that learners
who achieve the cut score are successful in the next stage of training and practice while
learners who do not reach the passing score are likely to struggle or to be unsafe. When
learners who pass the standard are successful, it is difficult to know whether a lower
standard might have been sufficient to obtain the desired effect, since allowing learners
who did not achieve the standard to progress may not be feasible or, in patient care
settings, ethical. Comparison data collected before implementation of the mastery
learning system may be the best source of evidence that the cut score is appropriately
placed.
Reliability metrics for mastery tests are complex, especially when standards are
conjunctive, and may require psychometric expertise. Each round of practice and
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retesting increases the learners’ probability of mastery and decreases the variance of test
scores (see Figure 1), resulting in a higher reliability and a decreased standard error of
measurement; thus the precision of mastery determination may increase with each
retesting. On the other hand, the decreased variance across learners—which may
approach zero with repeated testing, since all are achieving the mastery standard—means
that traditional reliability metrics will be difficult to interpret and may not be relevant in a
mastery setting. See Lineberry et al34 in this issue of Academic Medicine for an in-depth
discussion of validity evidence considerations for mastery tests and for reliability issues
in particular.

Summing Up
With the advent of EPAs and milestones, medical education continues to move toward a
true competency-based educational system in which students and residents are offered
repeated opportunities to practice and achieve the skills critical to their future practice.
Effective mastery learning within a competency-based curriculum requires a thoughtful,
systematic, and evidence-based approach to setting mastery standards. Traditional itembased and examinee-based standard-setting procedures often need to be modified for
mastery testing, with particular attention to the use of predictive performance and clinical
outcome data and the selection of appropriate benchmark groups. List 1 provides a
summary of key considerations when setting standards in a health care mastery setting;
Table 1 shows how these might apply to different types of tests.
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Evidence relating specific performance metrics and standards to clinical or learning
outcomes is rare and sorely needed; psychometric guidelines and best practices under
mastery learning conditions are under-researched and a fruitful area for future
development. We hope that this article will serve to stimulate additional conversation and
research regarding the implications for standard-setting of a mastery learning approach.
With careful attention to these issues, mastery standards can provide an essential step
towards improving the effectiveness of health professions education, patient safety, and
patient care.
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[FIGURE LEGEND]
Figure 1 Group performance distributions shift in a mastery learning setting as each
round of practice and retesting increases the learners’ probability of mastery.
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Supplemental Digital Figure 1

Item
Checked that all necessary equipment is available and
ready to use
Opened lumbar puncture kit carefully to maintain
sterility
Prepped insertion point with iodine swabs in concentric
circles
[Other checklist items, not shown here]

Residents
who correctly
performed
the item,
No. (% )

Residents
who omitted
or
incorrectly
performed
the item,
No. (%)

181 (76)

48 (24 )

170 (71)

69 (29)

147 (61)
—

92 (39)
—

Trainee scores,
immediately post-training and
at 6-month follow-up
Correlation between post-training
and 6-month follow-up: r = 0.44

100

Score (out of 100)

90
80

If post-training
mastery standard
is set at…
100
95
90
85
80

70
60
50
40
30
Post-training

Then at 6-month follow up…
Minimum score
Mean score
74.07
88.10
74.07
89.95
44.44
88.74
33.33
86.20
33.33
86.20

6-month follow-up

Supplemental Digital Figure 1 Performance data examples for standard-setting judges
in non-mastery and mastery contexts. The top panel presents a hypothetical pastperformance data display for a traditional item-based standard setting exercise for lumbar
puncture, showing the numbers and percentages of residents who did or did not
accomplish each item; data based on performance of 239 residents. The bottom panel
presents a hypothetical predictive performance data display for a mastery item-based
standard-setting exercise for lumbar puncture; data based on performance of 34 residents.
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Table 1
Setting Standards for Different Types of Exams in Mastery Learning Settingsa

Type of exam data
Written exams such as
multiple- choice questions
Standardized patient
checklists or rating scales

Procedural skills checklists
or rating scales
Mannequin scenario
checklists or rating scales

Simulator-based
performance metricsc

Examples of standard-setting considerations and
supporting information in a mastery learning setting b
If using a modified Angoff Method:
 As supporting information, use benchmark performance
data of students who were successful at later stages of
curriculum.
 Redefine borderline student from “minimally competent”
to “well prepared for next stage.”
 Consider identifying critical items when patient safety
issues are present.
If passing the test will put live patients at risk:
 As supporting information, identify subset of items critical
to patient safety or procedure outcome (or other salient
dimensions).
 Note that item difficulty is less salient than item relevance
and patient safety implications.
 Set standards separately and conjunctively for critical and
non-critical items.
If using borderline group method:
 As supporting information, identify appropriate
benchmark group: solidly competent or proficient, rather
than marginally or minimally competent.
If using contrasting-groups method:
 As supporting information, identify appropriate “expert”
or “passing” group: persons successful at the next stage of
training or practice. Avoid contrasting novices with
experts.

A mastery learning setting is one in which learners take a variable amount of time to reach a
uniformly high achievement standard. Learners may retest multiple times until the standard
is achieved.
a

Standard-setting methods shown are only examples; other standard-setting methods could
be selected for the same type of exam data.
b

Select relevant metrics with care; set mastery standards only for measures that have an
impact on live performance.
c
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List 1
Considerations for Setting Mastery Standards


The inferences and decisions that will be based on the mastery cut score
must be clear. What is the “next step” of training or practice? When will it
occur? What is the level of supervision at the next step?



Essential content and, when appropriate, process variables such as speed or
automaticity of response needed for a safe and successful transition to the
next step, should be identified.



Absolute or criterion-based standard-setting methods should be used rather
than than normative methods.



Conjunctive rather than compensatory standards are appropriate for key
knowledge and skill subdomains and for items that have an impact on patient
safety.



Information about the performance of past examinees, especially first-time
test takers, is less helpful than performance of learners at the immediate next
level of training or practice.



Information about expert performance should be used with caution and as
part of a thoughtful and deliberative standard-setting process.



Information relating performance on the test to successful practice at the
next stage of training is key to setting evidence-based mastery standards and
should be a priority for mastery standards research.



Traditional psychometric indices used to evaluate the quality of cut scores do
not necessarily reflect measurement properties of mastery assessments and
should be used with caution.
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